OVERVIEW

 The 3 mile trail system at the 180 acre Ooms
Conservation Area provides visitors with yearround recreational opportunities in a highly
scenic setting. Traversing the rolling grasslands
around Sutherland Pond, the trails reveal a
pastoral landscape that captures the essence
of Columbia County.
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 There is no hunting at the Ooms Conservation
Area at Sutherland Pond.
 Fishing (including ice fishing) is a permitted
use. New York State regulations and license
requirements apply.
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POND ACCESS
 Hand carried boats are best launched from
the pull-out opposite George Road. Gasoline
powered motors are not allowed.

GREEN TRAIL
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RED TRAIL
.75 mile – Allow 25 minutes
 A spur off of the Green Trail, this trail follows
the hedgerows, which provide habitat and
shelter for a variety of small animals and birds
that feed along the edges of the open meadows.
The eastern bluebird nesting boxes along the
trail were built by volunteers.
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GREEN TRAIL
2.25 miles – Allow 60 minutes
 The Green Trail loops around the pond, providing a moderate hike. The trail leads from
the parking area, past the informational kiosk
to the picnic area looking out over the 35-acre
pond. Fishing areas and benches dot the northern edge of the pond.  The trail follows the edge
of the pond leading west and crosses a boardwalk leading into an open field.  The trail then
climbs steadily through the open fields towards
the gazebo. From the gazebo the Catskill Mountains are visible to the west.  The trail continues
south from the gazebo, descending through a
mixed forest, before emerging into the fields.
The trail then ascends to another scenic vantage
point before returning to the pond's shore.

GEO

180 acres: 3 miles of trails; easy to moderate hiking

 This property is owned and managed by the
Columbia Land Conservancy (CLC), for public
access and habitat conservation.

 CLC properties are open year-round, dawn
to dusk.
 Admission is free.
 Park only in the designated parking area.
 Pets must be on leash.
 Dog owners must remove dog waste from the
site. Leaving dog waste on the site is harmful
to wildlife and creates a major annoyance to
site visitors and CLC maintenance staff.
 “Carry in, carry out”. In an effort to minimize
human impact on the conservation areas,
no trash receptacles are located at the site.
Take your trash with you when you leave.
 People are not allowed to swim.
 Motorized vehicles are not permitted on trails
unless they are part of an official CLC program.
 Audio equipment or radio use is allowed with
earphones only.
 Please respect the plants, animals, and artifacts
at the sites as they make these properties
special. Do not remove them from the site.

Trails
Boardwalk
CLC Boundary
Meadow
Woodland
Roads
Maintainance Rd

CAUTION: Deer ticks are common in Columbia
County, and can carry diseases. Take precautions
while outdoors and check carefully for ticks
after leaving.

VOLUNTEER

CLC has worked with hundreds of volunteers
who have contributed valuable time and
energy to help us improve and maintain access
to the county’s natural landscapes. If you
enjoy the outdoors and would like to take part
in CLC’s Public Conservation Area projects,
please contact CLC.

